
//snapshot// 

 

I am a child spending summers biting 

into tomatoes like they’re apples. 

Fresh fruit of my father’s 

browned, soiled hands. 

He leans over the garden ledge and slaps 

mulch with gloved palms, 

to grow us butter lettuce and squash, 

gems of the earth. 

I taste, and spit the seeds 

with //force// from between my teeth and lips. 

This is learning. 

 

 Before I sleep I swallow three pills 

 with two mouthfuls of cold water. 

 //Birth control, anti-depressant, multivitamin.// 

 Two in one gulp, the vitamin by itself. Horse pill. 

 This is woman’s meat. //Horse pill.// To stay healthy. 

 I chew on decisions while I pull back the comforter. 

 I can’t sleep with socks on. I take them off, 

 drop them on the floor beside the bed, 

 then put them back on. 

 This is //indecisive// This is //fuck// making decisions. 

 



In the garden, to be 

perched among the wired pepper plants 

and roaming squash vines and feel 

safe inside the dirt, 

to be //dirt//to be //earth// to be //be// 

in the garden, is protection. 

 

 In a dream, I’m in a kitchen 

 with a man wearing a black shirt. 

 He holds a soda can out to me but I’m not thirsty. 

 I start throwing knives at a door in the second scene. 

 I have laryngitis in the next. 

 //I cough, wake myself up, feel around for any cutlery.// 

 The alarm clocks blinks 11:11 at me, but I don’t make wishes anymore. 

 They never come true so I lost faith in constellations. 

 I can only ever recognize the Big and Little Dippers, 

 //I wasn’t taught the rest.// 

 This is a connect-the-dots coloring page, and I am 

 equipped with nothing but a butcher knife. 

 

This is dirt that my father spread, 

that my mother picked peas from. 

The garden my sister would hide in 

when we played, that rose with the tall 

greenness of summer every year, 



and browned with each November rain. 

All summer long, I weed its soft belly, 

when the peach tree isn’t dropping pits 

in the front yard. 

Bent like my father, I pluck 

grass and clovers, careful not to squish 

the earthworms wriggling. 

Face browning under hot sun, I slap 

at the dirt around the tomato plants. 

This is before heaving rain, this is before 

//watering// for new growth, before 

I am thirteen and watering, myself. 

 

 In another dream, I’m in a hotel room. 

 I wake and get up to use the bathroom, 

 squint when I enter the hallway. 

 My hand is asleep and the backs of my legs are clammy. 

 //I need to change my sheets.// 

 I stumble into the bathroom, no night vision, 

 and pee with my knees apart, 

 clutching my panties in a fist. //This is cycling.// 

 

The pepper plants stop leaving mid-August. 

It could be lack of rain, or too many ants, 

the winding of the squash vines around tall 



fleshy necks. On my knees with a spade, I 

//cripple// the greenery. Slash the weeds till 

their tips fly away, billowing up. I wind up, 

crash back into low and heavy blows 

to the roots, pick the baby peppers clean 

from their stems, squish early tomatoes, 

//palm oaky branches// //fist to leaves.// 

As things rot, so I am mighty. 

This is a graveyard for my father’s wedded greens, 

this is where leaves brown, this is how 

we die. I cannot pull many roots up, 

and I am mad for it. This is //stopping.// 

There is no methodical slap and spread, 

this is open, lush //growth.// 


